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T
hank you Chief of Army staff General ra-

heel sharif  who reiterated the Zarb-e-Azb

operation will continue till the elimination

of the last terrorist from Pakistan’s soil.

such operations and steps will help to improve law and

order situation and would attract foreign tourists in the

country.

in early 90s, Pakistan’s tourism was flourishing and

a lot of tourists from all over the world visited Pakistan,

particularly the northern areas. if the security concerns

are removed, tourism of Pakistan will get a boost and

government will earn billions of dollar through this in-

dustry.

Pakistan being located in south Asia is a beautiful

place to visit. With the high ranging mountains to the

amazing Arabian sea, this country features most of

the types of  landscape which attracts the tourists. i

must say here that Pakistan has world most beautiful

places for foreign tourists, especially at its best in north-

ern areas and Kashmir region. This part of the coun-

try is famous all around the world because of sky high

mountains, lush green valleys, mighty rivers, beautiful

lakes, and amazing wildlife. The Pradise on Earth

‘Neelum Valley’ mini switzerland ‘swat Valley’ and

mountain Kingdom ‘Hunza valley’ are the major

tourist attractions in Pakistan. All these places are real

natural beauty of the world. Best natural places to local

and foreign tourists in Pakistan. 

Neelum Valley is a 144 km long bow-shaped valley

in Azad Kashmir region. The Valley is situated at the

North & North-East of muzaffarabad (The Capital of

Azad Kashmir). running through the Lesser Hi-

malaya, the Neelam river valley has excellent scenic

beauty, panoramic views, towering hills on both sides

of the noisy.

Neelum valley is one of the most attractive place

for tourists due to its famous lush greenery, springs,

streams,lakes and hilly and sloppy mountains. some

of its famous places like Athmuqam, Kutton Jagran,

Karen, Neelum, ratti Galli, Baboon, Noori top,

sharda, sharda Fort, sharda university (The oldest

university of  sub-Continent) Kel, surgon, Halmet,

Taobut and many more.

The Hunza Valley is a mountainous valley in the

Gilgit–Baltistan region , it was formerly a princely

state. The Hunza valley is situated north/west of the

Hunza river, at an elevation of around 2,500 metres.

The Valley has three regions – upper Hunza (Gojal);

Center Hunza and Lower Hunza.

swat is a valley and an administrative district in

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. it is the upper valley of  the

swat river, which rises in the Hindu Kush range.

swat Valley is mini switzerland of Pakistan, has

many attraction for visiting such as mahodand Valley

and Lake, Natural ushu Valley & ushu Forest, malam

Jabba (Famous ski resort in swat Valley), madyan,

swat & Kalam Vallies, Bonir, Der and many other nat-

uraly beautiful sites.

Kalash Valley is one of the major tourist attractions

in Pakistan. This is situated in the Chitral district of

Pakistan. This valley has a historic background but its

history has controversies. Kelash is actually a very old

Greek civilization. The people belonging to this civi-

lization are called ‘The Kelash’. Belongs to old tribes

and have their own religion and culture. People con-

struct their homes with rough shaped logs. People of

Kalash are cheerful, they celebrates many festivals like

uchal Festival, Phoo Festival and Chomos Festival.

There are many attractive sites for visiting.

The Kaghan Valley is a beautiful valley in the

north-east of  mansehra District . it attracts many

tourists from not only Pakistan but also from the whole

world. Laying in lower Himalayan mountains range,

the Kaghan valley, famous for its bewitching splendor

and natural beauty, is one of the most charming tourist

resorts in scenic Hazara division. There are many

beautiful and attractive spots like shogran, Jared,

Naran,Lake saiful muluk, Lake Dudipat sar, Lake

Lulu sar, Babusar Pass and much more to do.

murree is a summer hill station, summer resort and

is situated in subdivision of rawalpindi District. mur-

ree was the summer capital of  the British raj in the

Punjab province. Tourists and people from all over the

Pakistan wish to go there in summer to enjoy its beauty

and in winter season for astonishing experience of

snowfall. Bhurban and Patriata are a main tourist

points. The most favorite tourist point of  murree is

Galliat, it has fascinating greenery and scenic beauty

that attracts tourist belonging different regions of Asia.

most Popular picnic points of murree Hills are Dunga

Gali , muskpuri Hill, Nathia Gali, Bara Gali and mall

road. shandur has highest polo ground on earth, is

about 3738 meter an above sea level and lies midway

between Chitral and Gilgit. Each summer a hug event

called the shandur polo festival is organized here,

which is a big source of attraction for the tourists. Dif-

ferent come against each other in this freestyle contest.

The pass is generally unpopulated and passing through

its snow covered slopes in winters is an exceptionally

difficult adventure. The polo ground is about 168 Km

from the main town Chitral and accessible by jeep. The

road is closed during winter due to heavy snow.

rawalakot is a town in Azad Kashmir. it is in a

beautiful valley surrounded by hills, which is located 80

km away from rawalpindi and islamabad. rawalakot

is a summer visiting point. The winter in rawalakot is

cold and chilly. There are many attractions for visitors

like Banjosa; Toli Pir; Poonch river; Tatta Pani; Ban-

josoa Lake; sudhngalli and many more.

Ziarat is the capital of Ziarat District, Balochistan.

Ziarat is a famous holiday resort of Balochistan and

nearly every trip from Karachi to Quetta stops at

Ziarat. There is a good water supply and the hills

around are well-wooded and picturesque. A visit to

Quetta is incomplete without a trip to Ziarat. 

Jhelum valley is an ideal valley of Azad Kshmir re-

gion for both the domestic and international tourists.

The curling river Jhelum passes through from East to

West between the high green mountains of this valley.

This valley has a most beautiful valley “Leepa Valley”.

This is the most fascinating & loveliest valley in Azad

Kashmir. its lush green rice fields in summer and typ-

ical wooden Kashmiri houses present a wonderful

view to the people visiting the area. 

Walnut, Apple, Cherry and honey of  Leepa are

very popular and in great demand. There are many vis-

iting sites like Peerchanasi, Chikar, Chinary, Leepa,

Chakothi, Ghari Dopatta, Chokothi Cham-fall and

Zilzaal Lake. n
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Its time to boost
tourism industry

Pakistan being located in South Asia

is a beautiful place to visit. With the

high ranging mountains to the amaz-

ing Arabian Sea, this country fea-

tures most of the types of landscape

which attracts the tourists

“In early 90s, Pakistan’s tourism was flourishing and a lot of

tourists from all over the world visited Pakistan, particularly

the northern areas. If the security concerns are removed,

tourism of Pakistan will get a boost and government will earn

billion of dollar through this industry”








 
   
 
 


 

  
           


       

  





   
 




 


 


 

  


       
 
  
 

 






  
 

 
 
 






 
 


 


 





 






 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
  
 
     

 






      
 


 





 




 
     


 



 

 

 

  




    




  

 



 





 



 


 






 







 
         

 

       



        
 



 





      




          
 
    
  

 

 










     




    



     












  
 


 



       










 
 
      





  
        










 
  


 
 
 
    


  
    
   
   



 
 

  
 
    
  


 
 
   

  
       
 

    

     

  

  
   
 
 

 
    
 
       
   

 


 
   
  
  






 







 


     
      

  

 
 
  
     
       
      

 
     
  
      
 




       
  
 
 
     


 

  

   
   
   


      
  
      
 


 



  
  

         

      
  

  
         
 
       
 


 


  
 
     
 
  





       


     

      


 



 

 





      


 


 


  

 







      






 





  

      

   



       


 

       



 



 





 



       
 





 


 


 










 
 






      









 









     
  
 

      
  
    



 





      






 



 



  



      
     
    

       
     







       












 





        









       
 

       






 


 
     
   
 
 



 



 





      










 






 

       








 









    





 








 






 





 




   


 
   
 
     

        
        
  


 
   
      
       



      


 
 


  









 



 


    


  

 

 
  


    

     
    
 
       
 


 
          


 
 
  


 




        







     
 
       
 


    



      
 


 
 



  









 
 



 

    
      
       




  





 





    
 
      
  


  
 

 
 
 



  
  





 
 

  





 
 
  


 


     
 


        
 
  




 
      


 







 
 
  
 




 





        
 



    
        




 
 
     
 



 



  

 









 
 




       


 



  


 










 





 


    
    

     





 



       
 
 
   
 

    


      





 




   

     
     
      









      







   

   





 


 

   



    


     











 

       









 


 

    
    





    







 



















 






















      
      







      


         



     






         








   



     
 



 




 



  

  


     













        





       

    







          



     




       





 
    





 
 
 

     





 




      
 








      


 

 





  
 
 

 

      














       
     


          
 



     


    

   
     


 













 
  




 

     


     
 




   
 


     


 



 

 

 


 




    




 
 



       





 


 


     




       
     


 

 

      





       




       
 


 

    
     
 

    

 
     


     

  
  


 
      
 



 



 


      


   
  

       








 

       





 





    

    
 


 

  
   




 


  
  
   
  


 
  


 
  
 
  
 


  
  

 


   
   
  

   
  
 
  
 
 

 
    

     

    

  

    
   

  

  
   
  
 

    
  

  
       
 
  
   
  

   
   

 
  
  
   
    


  


       
  
 
    
   
   
   
  
   
 

   
     
     
   

   

 
  
   
 
  

  
 

      
  

   

 

   
    
  

   
  
   
  
     
    
  




  
   
     
      
  
    


 
  

 

 
   

    
 

 
 
     
  
       
 





    

       
  
  
 










 
 



 
 

  
 

    



       





      



 



        

      
 
  
 













 
 
   





 

 

 


 




    

 









     

 




 


 




       
      


 









 
        

 

      

 


          

 
        







    
 
       
 



      


 

 
  


 



       

 
 

     


 
 
   

        


 


     
 




 




            
          
          
            









 






 





      

 






 



 


   




           


  
  








 

 





 


 




 




     





 

     












   











      
  





    





  
 








 



  
   




 





       


   


 

     


 


     
 



 





    
 
    
      
   

   
    
    
 




 
    

    


        
 
       

 


 
      


 
 

 
 
 


 


         


  

     
 
     




 
 




      


 

 
     

   
 



 
      


  

    
     


      
    

        





  






       
      

     






 


  
 



   
         

   


 




     
        







       
    









  
 






 
 



 
 







 
 
 



     








 
        
 

 



  
 








 
 





 




      


 

 






 

  



 


        


 



  


 





 
 


 
 








 



 
 


     

 







       




 





 




 





  

     
  


        
 






   




 
       


 




 
 

      



      
   

 





        

     

 




 
 





     

 


 
 


  


 
 
 
      


 
 



        








 






 




      
 
   
       




 

 







 


  




 

     




    



 
 




 
    



 


 

 

 




  




    
  
 

         
 
   

 







       


 





       








     










      





 













       





 







       




    
      
      
   


 

     


  

 






 
 






  

       

     



 








 


        
   








      
       
     









   

   

 



 
 

 




 
 
 
        
 
       


 
 

       

  

 
 
 
  



 
     
  


  
       
    

   



     


   
 
 


 

     





          


           
       





 

 
  
   





 
        






   



 





 


   


 



         
 
 
 





      
 

 
     
 





   
  
 
 





 






   
     
     
    

     
  
   
     






  
  
 

  

  
 






   
   

     


 






 




    
 

      







   
   

  

  

   





   
  

  






  

    
 






    



       




   

 
      

      


     
 
      



        




  
 

 


 
 








 




  





  
 
  
 













      



      


 
 

    

 



 





      

   
 
       






 


    








     












 







 
 




 










 




    
 
 





 






 



 

  
       

 
       







 


   
 




 







 

 
   







 





P
opular instant messaging service WhatsApp
has received a new update (version
2.12.250), bringing in new features. It in-
clude new emojis, different skin tones for

emojis, custom chat notification options for individ-
ual chats, marking chats read/unread, lower data
usage for WhatsApp calls, and much more. Although
many of  these features were available in the beta ver-
sion, this update brings the new features to all What-
sApp users. One of the most useful features rolled out
by WhatsApp in this update is the ability to set cus-
tom notifications for each chat. To do this, user has to
open the chat and tap on the contact name at the top.
It will show user the option for setting custom notifi-
cations. From here, user can set custom notification
tones, manage pop-up notifications, choose notifica-
tion light colors and caller ringtones. User can also
choose to mute an individual chat from here. In ad-
dition to this, user can tap and hold on any chat from
user chat list interface to mark it as read or unread.

Choosing different skin tones for Emojis is avail-
able for a selected few emojis. User can identify them
by looking for a small arrow next to them. To choose
the skin tone of  own choice, tap and hold on the par-
ticular emoji to view all of  its options. In addition to
this, Whatsapp has introduced a bunch of  new emo-
jis like vulcan salute, the middle finger, etc. 

Another good feature is the ability to lower data
usage during WhatsApp calls. This can be done by
going to the ‘Chats and Calls’ option under settings.
It can be handy for users on limited mobile data
plans. There is a slight improvement to available op-
tions regarding receiving contacts on WhatsApp. Pre-
viously, WhatsApp only provided options to add a
contact to user phonebook. now, if  a contact is pres-
ent within WhatsApp chat lists, user can communi-
cate with it directly, without having to save it to the
phone's contact list.

Meanwhile, WhatsApp Web has finally arrived
on iPhone, finally letting people send messages from
their computer almost half  a year after the same fea-

ture was launched on Android. The feature allows
people to access and send their WhatsApp messages
from inside the browser, and was first launched in
January. But it didn’t appear on the iPhone — likely
because of  the company’s concerns about privacy,
and ensuring that it remained focused on mobile
phones. But now it seems that it is rolling out the
functionality to iPhones, quietly and on a user-by-user
basis. To see whether the feature has been enabled,

users can head to web.whatsapp.com — the same
place that the feature is accessed, once it has been
turned on. The site will show a QR code, which can
be scanned using an option in the settings tab of
WhatsApp, and if  it is enabled then the feature will
start working straight away. WhatsApp for Web on
iPhone doesn’t need an update and is instead enabled
at WhatsApp’s end. But it does need users to be on
the most recent version of  the app, as those for other
platforms do. As with the Android app, the web client
requires the phone version of  WhatsApp to be run-
ning, and functions more as a remote control than a
fully-featured way of  chatting. That is thought to be
part of  WhatsApp’s concerns for privacy.

The January release brought compatibility with
WhatsApp for Windows Phone and BlackBerry as
well as Android. It required users to sign in through
Chrome on their computer. At the time, WhatsApp
blamed Apple for not being be able to get the Web
feature onto iPhones, citing “platform limitations”.

The United states often leads the world’s con-
sumer internet trends, popularizing cornerstones of
the web such as google search and social network-

ing via Facebook. But when it comes to mobile mes-
saging, the country is far behind.

WhatsApp, Line, and WeChat, despite remaining
mere “texting apps,” have entered the zeitgeist in their
dominant markets, both numerically and culturally.
In Brazil, for example, WhatsApp has an estimated
penetration rate of  70% among smartphone owners,
who use it to sell products, promote political candi-
dates, and replace work email. In India, where What-
sApp has over 70 million monthly active users, the
app has become so popular that doctors are using it to
keep in touch with patients. Line has 53 million
monthly users in Japan and 17 million monthly users
in Taiwan (about 80% of the latter’s total population),
and recently earned $234 million in quarterly revenue,
largely by shilling virtual goods for games. And then
there’s WeChat, which has over 600 million monthly
active users in China, and is quickly evolving into a
new kind of  operating system that facilitates e-com-
merce, digital publishing, and even the “internet of
things.”

no chat app has reached equivalent heights in
the Us. But chat apps’ slow uptake in the Us isn’t
caused by tech-averse dinosaur Americans. In-
stead, it’s because sending sMs text messages in
the Us over phone lines has been essentially free
for a long time, unlike in most of  the rest of  the
world. n
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WhatsApp gets another update,
adds various skin tones to emoji

Another good feature is the abil-
ity to lower data usage during
WhatsApp calls. This can be
done by going to the ‘Chats and
Calls’ option under Settings

“User has to open the chat and tap on the contact name at the top. It will show user the op-

tion for setting custom notifications. From here, user can set custom notification tones, man-

age pop-up notifications, choose notification light colors and caller ringtones”





M
ost parents fret when their child stays

glued to a video game or computer for

hours, and they fret for good reason.

The gaming industry has been built on

violence and frenzied action. In one of  the most pop-

ular series of  games, grand Theft Auto, players tear

drivers out of  their cars to mug them, and run over

pedestrians. What if  electronic games could help chil-

dren with attention deficit disorder (ADhD) increase

focus for tasks that they find boring?

Parents, therapists, and educators can choose

from several new games and devices on the market

that may train distracted children or adults to pay

more attention. some connect the user's brain to the

home computer through high-tech sensors and allow

the person to control the action on the screen, not

with a fast finger or a keyboard but with his brain

waves. Call it joystick neurofeedback.

Using this method to improve concentration isn't

a new idea. Therapists have used the technology for

decades. some games trace their development to na-

tional Aeronautics and space Administration

(nAsA) technology that measures the brain waves of

pilots as they use flight simulators. Today, experts in

psychology and technology are finding new ways to

link the brain with a computer, and manufacturers are

creating software and equipment designed for home

users. Manufacturers and experts agree that the

games are only a tool to train a child to pay attention

in distracted children, not a treatment for ADhD.

Medication and behavior therapy is the gold standard

for improving symptoms of  the condition.

"The games have the potential to increase atten-

tion stamina," says Rohn Kessler, Ph.D., of  Boca

Raton, Florida, who works with children with atten-

tion deficit. "They aren't a quick fix or a one-step so-

lution, but I have seen distracted kids increase their

ability to focus."

Captain's LogAhoy!

With Captain's Log, you can become the captain

of  your own brain, instead of  letting impulses and

distractions take you off  course.

Therapists and educators have used Captain's Log

to help children and adults with ADhD and other

cognitive challenges since 1985. The software is now

used in all 50 states and 75 foreign countries, accord-

ing to the manufacturer, BrainTrain of  Richmond,

Virginia.

BrainTrain calls Captain's Log a "computerized

mental gym," which works with any standard com-

puter-control device, like a mouse or a keyboard, or

with a joystick or game controller. With 50 different

programs and over 2000 different exercises, Captain's

Log offers a vast variety of  options for helping some

students improve concentration, memory, and self-

control. A child or adult chooses which games he

wants to play based on his needs, whether it be im-

proving his inattention or controlling impulsive ten-

dencies. Once the user selects his preference, a

selection of  games will pop up on the screen. You

might be required to match two cards from memory

or two similarly colored animals. The pace and length

of  the games are varied, and visual and audio dis-

tractions are thrown in to increase the challenge. The

program advances to the next level automatically

when the student has mastered the previous level.

Captain's Log generates detailed reports so that pro-

fessionals or parents can trace a student's progress,

and it produces certificates as rewards for students as

they improve.

Captain's Log developer Joseph sandford, a psy-

chologist with a computer programming background,

originally created the software to help patients who

had traumatic brain injury. Therapists soon realized

that it may increase attention in people with ADhD.

What's this daring new treatment? It's called video

games. Yes, that's right — video games as treatment

for cognitive disorders could someday replace the

need for medication. At least that's the hope of a team

of neuroscientists and game developers who created

a game called Project Evo. And these developers are

serious: the game is currently in clinical trials with the

intent of  submitting it to the Food and Drug Admin-

istration for approval as an alternative to ADhD

medication.

Project Evo uses cognitive skills required for mul-

titasking to help people with ADhD learn to improve

their attention spans and ignore distractions.

"The qualities of  a good video game, things that

hook you, what makes the brain – snap – engage and

go, could be a perfect vessel for actually delivering

medicine," said Matt Omernick, executive creative di-

rector at Akili, the company behind Project Evo, to

nPR.

Of course, getting a game through the FDA

process could mean that it will be years before it's on

the market — but that also means that doctors could

prescribe games to patients as an alternative to pre-

scribing drugs. Also, if  a video game becomes a pre-

scribed therapy, that would make those games a

covered expense under patients' health insurance

plans.

Interestingly enough, many health insurance

providers are for the use of  video games as medicine.

"When you look at the percentage of  individuals

that are playing video games [59 percent] and overlay

that with the percentage of  individuals that have

chronic conditions or need some assistance from the

medical perspective [45 percent], the relationship is

pretty strong," said Willis gee of  health insurer

Cigna.

Drug companies are also paying attention. Project

Evo has an unlikely partner in drug manufacturer

Pfizer, which believes that the game can also help di-

agnose Alzheimer's disease, along with helping the

company in simplifying drug trials.

Obviously, video games replacing actual medica-

tion makes sense with children under certain circum-

stances: many parents are already uncomfortable

with using drugs to treat cognitive disorders in their

kids. Also, having games – something perceived of as

fun – for children could make treatment more effec-

tive.

Of course, video games in place of  pills also has

its detractors. First, medication with ADhD is un-

derstood to be 70 to 90 percent effective in children:

can a game provide that kind of  success? secondly,

how many game developers would take their games

through the process of  FDA approval? n
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ADHD video games
focus fun alternative
treatments

Parents, therapists, and educators
can choose from several new
games and devices in the market
that may train distracted children
or adults to pay more attention

“Some connect the user's brain to the home computer

through high-tech sensors and allow the person to control the

action on the screen, not with a fast finger or a keyboard but

with his brain waves. Call it joystick neurofeedback”
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CURRENT MOBILES

Above prices are subject to change as per market

Nokia 225
Nokia 225, the new low-cost model from 
the finnish giant is so far the thinnest 
internet ready Nokia mobile phone with a 
big screen. Nokia's 225 price in pakistan is 
unknown at this time, the handset can be 
described as a small pocket-size cheap 
phone. Nokia 225's features include a 
2.8-inch display, a two megapixel camera 
and a dust and splash resistant keyboard. 
Nokia 225 is developed for any age young 
or old who like to keep two SIM cards at a 
time. Nokia 225's battery life in standby 
mode is more than 36 days. the dual-SIM 
version of  Nokias 225 promises a sustain-
able backup of  27 days in standby mode. 
According to the company, Nokia 225 will 
appear in selected stores as early as late 
spring. 

Samsung Yacca B360
Samsung's new bar phone mobile, Yacca 
B360 is not some mighty smartphone but 
a simple bar phone at your service without 
any operating system. Samsung handset 
are becoming prominent not only as 
smartphones but the simple easy to use 
mobile phones are also getting popular. 
Samsung E series is getting a lot of  new 
arrivals with quite heavy dressing and 
metal ointments to get neck to neck with 
competition so samsung prepares itself  
also for the low end devices, releasing 
Yacca 280 predecessor or the Yacca C345 
and many other smaller versions 
Samsungs knows how to succeed in 
world's market with Yacca bar devices. 
Yacca A13 and the Yacca B360E.

Nokia 220
Build to Capture and Share Online!
Latest is the Nokia 220, The Most afford-
able, Stylish and easy to use handset with 
internet access that's well connected. 
Nokia's 220 has all the necessary features 
and capabilities to provide you the 
comfort and ease of  use while performing 
daily routines. Image clarity will amaze 
you on Nokia 220's 2.4 inches sharp LCD. 
With a resolution of  320 x 240 and the 
ability to transfer up to 256k colors, 220 by 
Nokia is build to impress and endure. 
Based on a proprietary ODM operating 
system 220 allows you to get and stay in 
touch the easy way. Good call quality 
anywhere, no matter where you are, 
Nokia 220 supports microSD cards.

Samsung S5611
Classic Design for The Best Moments.
Samsung reveals S5611, A Modern 3G 
bar phone with high tech functionality but 
in a very affordable price tag. The new 
low-cost Samsung S5611 mobile phone 
has a powerful possessor to simplify all of  
your daily executable functions. The 
whole purpose of  Samsung S5611's 
existence is to facilitate the modern 
communication with business partners 
and friends not to forget Samsung's S5611 
is also good at other functionalities such as 
quickly and accurately capturing pictures 
and video clips. In short, with S5611 
stylish 3G model from Samsung you can 
do anything you like what you can 
normally expect.

QMobile Power 1000
The Power in your hand!
QMobile unleashes exciting Power 1000, 
if  you are among people who are 
constantly on work and have no time to 
charge your phone then your favourite 
company has a solution for you. QMobile 
Power 1000 is a phone that can go a 
month without being charged and can 
provide you with days of  talk time. It is 
exclusively for those who have busy 
routines and cannot waste their time in 
charging phones or changing batteries. 
QMobile Power 1000’s battery requires 
charging only once a month, It is dual 
SIM supported so that you can easily 
communicate on both SIMS for longer 
durations and can stay connected 
anywhere. 

QMobile W200
Bari Screen Ka Maza!
Intezar hua khatam! QMobile Laya new 
W200 sirf  aapke liye. Agar aap chahte 
hain aik bari screen take ap movies aur 
videos enjoy kar sakein, to phir ye phone 
ap hi ke liye hai. QMobile W200 eik enter-
tainment model hay with a large 
TFT-LCD 3.5 inch ka bharpoor display 
takay aap ke chehre par bohat sari khushi-
yan bikhair sakay. QMobile's W200 aap 
ko ijazat deta hai ke aap iss par 32GB tak 
ke microSD cards use kar sakein, takay ap 
itminan se QMobile W200's large display 
capabilities use kar sakein, aur g hahn 
headphone jack bhi normal 3.5mm wala 
hi lagta hai.  QMobile model W200 ap ko 
FM radio sunne ka mauka bhi deta hai. 
yeh model inteha ka tez aur barq raftaar.
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Nokia 
Nokia 225, the new low-cost model from 
the finnish giant is so far the thinnest 
internet ready Nokia mobile phone with a 
big screen. Nokia's 225 price in pakistan is 
unknown at this time, the handset can be 
described as a small pocket-size cheap 
phone. Nokia 225's features include a 

RS.

6,375

Samsung 
Samsung's new bar phone mobile, Yacca 
B360 is not some mighty smartphone but 
a simple bar phone at your service without 
any operating system. Samsung handset 
are becoming prominent not only as 
smartphones but the simple easy to use 
mobile phones are also getting popular. 

RS.

5,800

Nokia 
Build to Capture and Share Online!
Latest is the Nokia 220, The Most afford
able, Stylish and easy to use handset with 
internet access that's well connected. 
Nokia's 220 has all the necessary features 
and capabilities to provide you the 
comfort and ease of  use while performing 

RS.

4,950
bar phone with high tech functionality but 
in a very affordable price tag. The new 
low-cost Samsung S5611 mobile phone 
has a powerful possessor to simplify all of  
your daily executable functions. The 

RS.

8,000

QMobile 
The Power in your hand!
QMobile unleashes exciting Power 1000, 
if  you are among people who are 
constantly on work and have no time to 
charge your phone then your favourite 
company has a solution for you. QMobile 
Power 1000 is a phone that can go a 

RS.

3,200

QMobile
Bari Screen Ka Maza!
Intezar hua khatam! QMobile Laya new 
W200 sirf  aapke liye. Agar aap chahte 
hain aik bari screen take ap movies aur 
videos enjoy kar sakein, to phir ye phone 
ap hi ke liye hai. QMobile W200 eik enter
tainment model hay with a large 

RS.

3,800



Above prices are subject to change as per market
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QMobile Tablet QTab Q400 refers to the budget model for everyday usage. Due to the high productivity and excellent 

image quality, QMobile QTab Q400 is highly recommended as a recreational center for games and movies, as well as 

solutions for workloads. Small children will also appreciate QMobile Tablet Q400 as an excellent tutorial. Stylish design 

plate made of  premium plastic immediately attracts the user attention. QMobile Q400 itself  - a very compact and 

lightweight. Its dimensions are only a 192x113x10.4mm. Functionality and performance is unmatchable, QMobile 

Tablet is equipped with a 7.0 inch display with a resolution of  1024x600 pixels. On QTab Q400 it's absolutely easy To 

work with a wide touch screen. High productivity corresponds to the Powerful Dual-Core processor. The amount of  

RAM on QMobile Qtab to run resource-intensive applications is 1 GB. Data storage on Q400 is allocated 8 GB of  

internal memory. With the help of  MicroSD you can expand the memory up to 32 GB. QMobile's Qtab Q400 is 

equipped with a built-in Wi-Fi.  

Qmobile Tablet QTab Q400

An oncell IPS display reproduces over 90% of  Adobe RGB color space to deliver brighter colors and contrasts. With 

a 16M true color WSVGA screen, you can also get a clearer image display while a 178° wide-view angle makes for a 

naturally rotating screen. The finely designed light metal unibody sits at an incredibly thin 8.5 mm and weighs just 278 

grams, making it ultra-portable and ultra-easy to carry in your bag or pocket. MediaPad T1 7.0 can work as your 

mobile phone and tablet. Enjoy endless online possibilities that's faster with 3G and Wi-Fi connections and support 

for high-speed network connections and high quality voice calls. The 4100 mAh battery is built to last a long time, 

giving you over 300 hours of  standby time so your tablet is always ready for you when you need it. Browse the web 

for up to 8 hours, or watch a few movies (up to 12 hours) without worrying about the recharge.

Huawei Tablet T1

The Huawei MediaPad 7 Youth 2 is a great small gadget that not only looks great but also feels and functions fantasti-
cally. Before it, I had reviewed the MTN Steppa Tablet and found it terribly inefficient, so getting this tablet to use for 
over the Festive Season was met with some reluctance. Since then however, it it has obliterated any negative thoughts 
I harboured of  it. The design is nothing special, sticking to the well-worn formula of  a glass layered front surface, 
white edges and with a beautiful aluminium champagne back cover. On the side of  the tablet, it has the usual buttons, 
fitted on one side, at the top, it has the volume buttons and the off  and lock button and at the bottom the tablet is fitted 
with microSD card and SIM slot. And that’s a full-sized SIM, mind you. And speaking of  the battery, the li-polymer 
unit boasts a capacity of  4100mAh that is, under moderate use, not bad. It held for two days during browsing and 
playing a games for a short bursts in-between. On days which I only used it for internet, it held out even longer.  At 
7-inches, the screen is a bit smaller than most tablets and it is big enough to watch movies and videos from YouTube 
in high quality. It is ideal when you are travelling or commuting to work, but snuggling in bed, but it won’t become a 
fixed feature in any room. It’s not entirely its primary purpose though, lest we forget.

Huawei MediaPad 7 Youth 2 

QMobile Presents Tablet QTab Q850, for all your education & entertainment needs. Correct your posture & show off  

your style with the cool new QMobile QTAB Q850. Grab the most awaited, slim & stylish tablet in the market and carry 

all your infotainment on QTab Q850's 8GB Internal Memory. A modern tablet that combines the use of  advanced 

intelligent technologies and innovative design. QMobile's QTab Q850 is capable of  hitting its high performance as it is 

equipped with all modern standards. Having a powerful 1.3 GHz Quad core processor, Q Tab Q850 packs a brilliant 

8.0 inch XGA IPS display which is sure to provide a superior quality image reproduction and wide viewing angles. 

QTab's revolutionary design makes it unique in its kind, loaded with a complete Gigabyte of  RAM you'll never run out 

of  the performance. QMobile QTab Q850 comes loaded with a magnificent 5.0 MP camera with autofocus to get quali-

ty photos that are splendid in appearance. Wait coz QMobile Q850 has a noble front camera too for video calling & 

selfies that are elegant and exceptional in its kind. Equipped with Dual-SIM support, QMobiles Q Tab Q850 is a 3G 

enabled device having all wireless technologies including WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS and EDGE connectivity.

QMobile Tablet QTab Q850

RS.

16,000

RS.

14,499

QMobile Presents Tablet QTab Q850, for all your education & entertainment needs. Correct your posture & show off  

your style with the cool new QMobile QTAB Q850. Grab the most awaited, slim & stylish tablet in the market and carry 

all your infotainment on QTab Q850's 8GB Internal Memory. A modern tablet that combines the use of  advanced 

intelligent technologies and innovative design. QMobile's QTab Q850 is capable of  hitting its high performance as it is 

equipped with all modern standards. Having a powerful 1.3 GHz Quad core processor, Q Tab Q850 packs a brilliant 

8.0 inch XGA IPS display which is sure to provide a superior quality image reproduction and wide viewing angles. 

RS.

13,900

QMobile Tablet QTab Q400 refers to the budget model for everyday usage. Due to the high productivity and excellent 

image quality, QMobile QTab Q400 is highly recommended as a recreational center for games and movies, as well as 

solutions for workloads. Small children will also appreciate QMobile Tablet Q400 as an excellent tutorial. Stylish design 

plate made of  premium plastic immediately attracts the user attention. QMobile Q400 itself  - a very compact and 

lightweight. Its dimensions are only a 192x113x10.4mm. Functionality and performance is unmatchable, QMobile 

Tablet is equipped with a 7.0 inch display with a resolution of  1024x600 pixels. On QTab Q400 it's absolutely easy To 

Qmobile 

RS.

11,900



QMobile L1
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with 
a whole new lineup of  mobile phones that 
differs apart from the old and more round-
ed type of  design and dim colors. QMo-
bile L1 has hundred of  preset and pre 
installed bollywood ringtones where as it 
also supports "Handset Locator" feature. 
Power phone packs a supplied battery of  
1000mAh. So QMobile's L1 will always 
keep you going, one battery charge is 
sufficient for an operation of  up to 15 
hours of  talk time and up to 170 hours of  
standby time. QMobile L1's ANI or 
automatic number identification feature 
allows you to see the caller's complete 
phone number, even if  he tries to hide it. 
In QMobile sharp L1, all calls are kept 
recorded in the memory of  the device.

GFive Smart 2
GFive presents Smart series 2, an excellent 
model for those who value functionality 
and high quality technology and at the 
same time does not want to overpay for 
unnecessary features. GFive Smart 2 
modern smartphone is designed for two 
SIM-cards and supports almost everything, 
that maximizes your chances of  communi-
cation. The basis of  the productive work of  
the Gfive 2 is a dual-core ARM Cortex-A7 
processor with a clock frequency of  1.2 
GHz, enabling you to enjoy the amazing 
speed and high productivity of  the Smart 2 
smartphone. On an excellent 4-inch TFT 
screen with 480x800 pixel expansion is 
very convenient to browse email, read 
books, watch movies and play exciting 
games.

Club A1
It's not just another mobile from club it's 
A1. With Dual SIM and Dual memory 
card slot features of  Club A1, Staying in 
touch is fun. Get more from life with Dual 
Memory card slots, store pictures, music 
or whatever you like because life is fun 
with Club's A1. No need to buy the expen-
sive phones for quality display as wide 1.8 
QVGA Screen of  Club A52 will provide 
you with the real taste of  large display. If  
you've got the time, Club A52's highness 
have got the best smart digital camera for 
easy breezy beautiful photos. Battery of  
A52 by Club wins again with 1000 mAh, 
providing long lasting backup according 
to your expectations. Privacy Lock feature 
of  Club Mobile A52 will make everything 
better along.

Voice V140
Voice V140 comes with sleek design & good 
grip , Get ready to stay occupied through the 
day with Voice V140, Stay connected with 
your friends on your new Voice V140 through 
test messages, enjoy smart camera and make 
photos using Voice V140.  

Nokia 105
The Nokia 105 gives you up to 12.5 hours 
of  talk time, & you can leave it on standby 
for up to 35 days, With all that juice in the 
tank, it keeps going as long as you do, 
Make a statement with the Nokia 105’s 
color screen & bold body, available in cyan 
or black, & its bright, simple looks are 
complemented by a durable, dust & splash 
proof  keypad that keep your phone work-
ing well, The Nokia 105 comes with FM 
radio so all you need is a headset to tap 
into a world of  music, Plus it comes 
loaded with up to five great games, includ-
ing Sudoku and Cricket Cup, The Nokia 
105 packs a super efficient battery to give 
you up to up to 12.5 hours of  talk time & 
up to a whopping 35 days of  standby.  

Haier H100
Phone Factor Bar
SIM card Dual SIM card Dual Standby
2G Network GSM900/1800Mhz
Messaging SMS
LCD size 2.4 inch QVGA 240*320 resolu-
tion,  Physical Memory size
32 Mb(ROM) + 32 Mb(RAM)
Capacity of  Micro SD, 16 GB
Battery 1000mAh
Rear Camera Smart Camera
USB cable Yes (micro 5pin USB)
FM Radio Yes (Wireless)
Torch Yes
Rear Resolution Smart Camera
Supported Video MP4, 3GP, AVI
Torch Yes

CURRENT MOBILES
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Haier 
Phone Factor Bar
SIM card Dual SIM card Dual Standby
2G Network GSM900/1800Mhz
Messaging SMS
LCD size 2.4 inch QVGA 240*320 resolu
tion,  Physical Memory size
32 Mb(ROM) + 32 Mb(RAM)

RS.

2,199

Nokia 
The Nokia 105 gives you up to 12.5 hours 
of  talk time, & you can leave it on standby 
for up to 35 days, With all that juice in the 
tank, it keeps going as long as you do, 
Make a statement with the Nokia 105’s 
color screen & bold body, available in cyan 
or black, & its bright, simple looks are 

RS.

2,675

Club 
It's not just another mobile from club it's 
A1. With Dual SIM and Dual memory 
card slot features of  Club A1, Staying in 
touch is fun. Get more from life with Dual 
Memory card slots, store pictures, music 
or whatever you like because life is fun 
with Club's A1. No need to buy the expen

RS.

1,800

QMobile 
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with 
a whole new lineup of  mobile phones that 
differs apart from the old and more round
ed type of  design and dim colors. QMo
bile L1 has hundred of  preset and pre 
installed bollywood ringtones where as it 
also supports "Handset Locator" feature. 

RS.

1,490

GFive 
GFive presents Smart series 2, an excellent 
model for those who value functionality 
and high quality technology and at the 
same time does not want to overpay for 
unnecessary features. GFive Smart 2 
modern smartphone is designed for two 
SIM-cards and supports almost everything, 

RS.

4,595

Voice 
Voice V140 comes with sleek design & good 
grip , Get ready to stay occupied through the 

your friends on your new Voice V140 through 
test messages, enjoy smart camera and make 
photos using Voice V140.  

RS.

1,550



Samsung A8
Making news! Samsung's stylish new 
smart handset, Galaxy A8 is now official 
with a sturdy body and endless possibili-
ties. It is exactly what you need as a 
modern and social user as one cannot 
afford being cut off. Samsung in Black is 
absolutely perfect for viewing and replying 
to large official emails messages, watching 
movies and playing those exciting games. 
Samsung Galaxy A series has a tradition 
of  large screens so any information would 
be displayed perfectly on its 5.7 inch 
screen with a resolution of  1080x1920 
pixels. Samsung new touch screen models 
perfectly convey sharp and bright Galaxy 
colors with perfect Galaxy responds to 
multiple simultaneous touches.

QMobile Z9
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa-
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 
thing you'll get impressed with. 3G 
connectivity is a thing of  past, QMobile 
Noir Z9's smooth 4G is orchestrated by a 
powerful 1.2 GHz quad-core processor in 
combination with a 4.8 inch HD screen 
that's brightly illuminated by sharpest of  
AMOLED technology. The latest 
addition to QMobile Noir Z clan is like 
presenting elegance in the service of  
performance. 

Huawei P8
Introducing Huawei heavyweight champi-
on P8max, made in the same sophisticat-
ed design as that of  the younger brother, 
but has a large screen of  6.8 inches offer-
ing longer operation times without 
recharging. Huawei P8max is equipped 
with a camera that can work in any 
lighting condition, inheriting traits such as 
elegant appearance and high quality 
cameras from the P series. Huawei's 
P8max is extremely fuel efficient, the 
proprietary power-saving features and 
power management ensures a long operat-
ing time of  up to 15 hours of  uninterrupt-
ed video viewing. Huawei P8max's 13 MP 
main camera is equipped with an optical 
stabilizer.

Nokia Lumia 730
Your worries are over. Nokia takes care of  
your selfie needs by presenting the Lumia 
730 DualSIM, turning a "Selfie" phone 
into a reality microsoft rolled it out 
officially at the pre IFA event. Nokia 
featured its latest Lumia 730 with a front 
5.0 megapixel camera with a primary 
focus on selfies and video calling on skype. 
Lumia devices fitted with wide angle lens 
as 730 can easily beat other devices of  the 
same genre. There are two variants of  this 
phone: Lumia 735 having 4G LTE and 
single sim & the other version is Lumia 73 
supporting Dual SIM with 3G, 730 does 
not have 4G LTE and will carry an afford-
able price tag for Pakistani market. its 
strange to see the 730 still have the Nokia.

Sony Xperia M2 Aqua
Sony Mobile Communications presents 
Xperia M2 Aqua, bringing Waterproof  
technology to the middle range so that it 
could be in everyone's reach. With Sony 
Xperia M2 Aqua you don't have to worry 
anymore about the bad weather or rain as 
with the innovative sealed casing design 
this big brother of  the original Sony 
Xperia M2 is waterproof  and is called M2 
Aqua. it can easily withstand a drop in 
fresh water for about 30 minutes. Sony M2 
Aqua comes with a design that you can 
trust at a very enjoyable price in pakistan, 
Featuring an 8MP camera, Sony Xperia 
Aqua lets you take photos underwater up 
to 1.5 meters, take a dive now and come 
up with amazing underwater imagery. 

Haier Esteem i70
Haier reveals latest Esteem i70, earlier the 
company raised curtains from its new 
budget smartphone series following the 
launch of  several electronics products in 
Pakistan. Looking at Haier Esteem i70 it 
becomes clear that engineers and design-
ers in the company has worked long on 
the design of  new products which resulted 
in Haier Esteem i series. Strict lines and 
finishes, deep black texture, all-glass front 
panel, textured back panel and the overall 
minimalist spirit, all this makes Haier 
Esteem i70's smartphone even smarter 
and at the same much more comfortable. 
Packed in an ultra-thin body of  only 
9.7mm thickness and snow-white color-
ing, Haier's Esteem i70.
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Haier reveals latest Esteem i70, earlier the 
company raised curtains from its new 
budget smartphone series following the 
launch of  several electronics products in 
Pakistan. Looking at Haier Esteem i70 it 
becomes clear that engineers and design
ers in the company has worked long on 

RS.

17,999

Sony 
Sony Mobile Communications presents 
Xperia M2 Aqua, bringing Waterproof  
technology to the middle range so that it 
could be in everyone's reach. With Sony 
Xperia M2 Aqua you don't have to worry 
anymore about the bad weather or rain as 
with the innovative sealed casing design 

RS.

20,000

RS.

20,750

Huawei 
Introducing Huawei heavyweight champi
on P8max, made in the same sophisticat
ed design as that of  the younger brother, 
but has a large screen of  6.8 inches offer
ing longer operation times without 
recharging. Huawei P8max is equipped 
with a camera that can work in any 

RS.

54,000

QMobile 
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 

RS.

25,000

Samsung 
Making news! Samsung's stylish new 
smart handset, Galaxy A8 is now official 
with a sturdy body and endless possibili
ties. It is exactly what you need as a 
modern and social user as one cannot 
afford being cut off. Samsung in Black is 
absolutely perfect for viewing and replying 

RS.

54,000



Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attractive 
smartphone handsets released recently. 
Having all high chances to catch the fancy 
eye of  the public always looking for some-
thing unique, any one of  the new Galaxy 
S6 or Galaxy S6 edge will do the magic. not 
so long ago, the engineers just relied on the 
6 rules of  business i.e increasing CPU 
power, RAM, space, screen resolution, size 
or new OS. All Edged Galaxy S6 has a 
slight bend on both sides, The slim Galaxy 
S6 handset boasts full metal and yet 
acquired a sleek look beyond imaginations. 
Loaded with the latest Cutting-Edge design 
these new handsets add a new dimension to 
the Galaxy flagship with their 2K.

Huawei Ascend Mate 7
Hello to the Huawei's most Powerful and 
easy to use smartphone Ascend Mate 7 
Gold, a stylish and ultra-thin smartphone 
that will surprised you in the most pleas-
ant of  manners by Huawei company's 
limitless possibilities. Mate 7 Gold is all 
about the golden colour of  latest handset 
having a powerful processor like Mate 2, 
with eight cores and two gigabytes of  
RAM. A large amount of  internal 
memory of  Mate out of  16 gigabytes on 
the unit 7 Gold will be preoccupied with a 
variety of  entertainment content as well as 
operating system. Built-in memory as we 
already saw in Mate 2 can be easily 
expanded. Huawei's Ascend always 
supported additional cards in every Mate 
possible.

Apple iphone 6 16GB
Apple has officially announced iPhone 6 
Plus with a mighty 5.5 inch HD screen 
based on Retina display that is equally 
impressive. Apple has done it again but 
this time its an amazing phablet, yet 
another tight end contender for the 6 inch 
world. Apple's nailed it with 1080p LED 
backlit display that's not only bigger than 
all the previous iphones but much better in 
every aspect plus it has a much tougher 
glass protection. With its first 64-bit A8 
chipset Apple's new smartphones are now 
much more powerful yet saving much 
more energy, enabling 6 plus to provide 
you with no less than 16 days of  standby 
along with a a full day of  continuous talk 
time. But one thing has still not changed.

Sony Xperia Z3
Embrace the beauty, Sony Xperia Z3 is a 
serious and stylish gadget characterized by 
a nice design, excellent performance and 
high reliability. Sony’s brand new Xperia 
Z3 smartphone is not only resistant to the 
ingress of  moisture but is also able to 
withstand a half-hour immersion in water 
to a depth of  1 meter. Third edition of  the 
popular Sony Xperia Z also features a 
durable, scratch-resistant display. Thus, on 
the one hand Sony Z3 can be considered a 
stylish toy for your children and on the 
other other hand - Xperia's Z3 is a reliable 
device for business people. 5.15 inch 
Capacitive IPS display supports multi-
touch and can track up to 10 simultaneous 
touches. Sony Xperia Z3's screen resolu-
tion is 1920 x 1080 pixels enough. 

Lenovo Vibe Z2
Once more, Lenovo announces sleek Vibe 
Z2, a smartphone that meets all the 
modern trends of  the latest smartphone 
designs, which primarily focus on 
functional aesthetics. Precisely smooth 
lines of  Lenovo Z2 elegantly emphasize 
the chrome edges, wrapped in a gorgeous 
brushed aluminium casing the phone not 
only has an impressively stunning design 
but also portrays a far superior perfor-
mance. Vibe's Z2 is an excellent choice for 
those who appreciate high quality and 
want to achieve excellence in nearly about 
everything. Equipped with most advanced 
technologies, Vibe Z2's camera has an 
optical stabilizer on top of  a 13 megapixel 
sensor that can take great shots at any time 
of  the day. 

Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge Plus
In 2015, the South Korean company 
Samsung's mobile division presents us 
with a remarkable flagship, namely 
Galaxy S6 Edge plus that immediately 
attracts attention because of  its unusual 
design. Company does not let old users 
down with the possibility of  new items as 
old Smartphone still please us with their 
functionalities. Samsung new revolution-
ary handset S6 Edge Plus has an excep-
tional design in resemblance to the S6 
Edge, and the most notable part of  the 
new flagship is its curves on the both sides 
of  the screen and such a small detail 
definitely attracts attention, also it turned 
out that this solution is also very useful 
and functional. To control S6 smartphone 
new gestures are added. 
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Above prices are subject to change as per market

Apple 
Apple has officially announced iPhone 6 
Plus with a mighty 5.5 inch HD screen 
based on Retina display that is equally 
impressive. Apple has done it again but 
this time its an amazing phablet, yet 
another tight end contender for the 6 inch 
world. Apple's nailed it with 1080p LED 

RS.

78,000

Embrace the beauty, Sony Xperia Z3 is a 

high reliability. Sony’s brand new Xperia 

ingress of  moisture but is also able to 
withstand a half-hour immersion in water 

RS.

49,000

Samsung 
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attractive 
smartphone handsets released recently. 
Having all high chances to catch the fancy 
eye of  the public always looking for some
thing unique, any one of  the new Galaxy 

RS.

79,999

Huawei 
Hello to the Huawei's most Powerful and 
easy to use smartphone Ascend Mate 7 
Gold, a stylish and ultra-thin smartphone 
that will surprised you in the most pleas
ant of  manners by Huawei company's 
limitless possibilities. Mate 7 Gold is all 
about the golden colour of  latest handset 

RS.

57,000

Samsung 
In 2015, the South Korean company 
Samsung's mobile division presents us 
with a remarkable flagship, namely 
Galaxy S6 Edge plus that immediately 
attracts attention because of  its unusual 
design. Company does not let old users 
down with the possibility of  new items as 

RS.

89,999

Lenovo 
Once more, Lenovo announces sleek Vibe 
Z2, a smartphone that meets all the 
modern trends of  the latest smartphone 
designs, which primarily focus on 
functional aesthetics. Precisely smooth 
lines of  Lenovo Z2 elegantly emphasize 
the chrome edges, wrapped in a gorgeous 

RS.

51,000
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Qmobile Noir X40
QMobile reveals hot Noir X40 for a much 
richer and powerful user experience based 
on seamless multitasking. Loaded with 
every useful basic smartphone feature on 
the planet, QMobile Noir X40 also packs 
support for 2 SIM cards making it a 
reliable assistant and friend whether you 
are a hard working business man or 
simply a student. QMobile Noir X40's 
latest edition is a mini-computer in 
addition to its primary function of  
communication and is equipped with so 
many other options that will amaze even 
the discerning user. Firstly, this QMobile 
Noir X is based on a modern Android 
4.0.4 platform , which allows maximum 
mobility and availability of  business and 
leisure applications to keep you going.

GFive Smart 1 
GFive Brings Smart model 1 at all the 
shopping malls near your homes. An entry 
level smartphone for students with all the 
basic functionalities. An excellent candi-
date for beginners. GFive Smart 1 is based 
on modern components, has an attractive 
appearance and has an excellent set of  
functions, sufficient for everyday tasks. 
Gfive 1 is equipped with a stunning 
display of  4 inches. As for a budget phone, 
the image quality is above all praises. 
Sufficiently high resolution, brightness 
and a good supply of  acceptable viewing 
angles makes the use of  Smart 1 comfort-
able regardless of  the outer lighting and 
environmental conditions and if  the sun is 
shining or not.  Unmatchable processor 
speed of  Gfive's Smart 1 .

Nokia Lumia 435
it's here, Microsoft proudly unveils Lumia 
435, A bright new smartphone with 
fantastic multimedia capabilities, stylish 
white casing and cutting edge design. 
Microsoft Lumia 435 will always accentu-
ate your style. Fast and smooth operation 
is enabled by a Quad-core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon processor. With Microsoft 
Lumia 435's smartphone you will be greet-
ed by a variety of  applications, games and 
entertainment opportunities. Microsoft 
Lumia 4 family is all about user friendli-
ness, having a 512MB of  RAM doesn't 
slow it down as Windows is a light OS. 
Microsoft's Lumia 435 will provide you 
with limitless opportunities to work with 
selfies and images.

Huawei Ascend Y221
One cannot undermine the fact that 
Huawei cares for all, whether you have an 
expensive High Tech phone or Ascend 
Y221 type inexpensive smartphone for 
beginners, we can all enjoy the Android's 
latest operating system. So Huawei 
ensured to pack Ascend Y221 with 
Android 4.4 Kitkat so that you can also 
enjoy the magnanimously improved 
performance along with completely 
Ascend and overwhelmingly enhanced 
new features of  Y221. Now capture all the 
fun moments with ease as it's unlikely that 
you have seen anything like it before. 
Unlike it's predecessor the Ascend Y201, 
this magnificent gadget is equipped with a 
2.0 megapixels highly efficient camera, 
thats going to rock you hard. 

Samsung Advance
Also known as Samsung Galaxy Star 2 
Advance SM-G350E.
Samsung has updated its Galaxy Android 
Smartphone collection yet again, this time 
with the super stylish Samsung Galaxy 
Star 2 Plus Smartphone, a sleek and 
sophisticated handset for professional and 
personal use. An upgraded version of  
Samsungs hugely popular Samsung 
Galaxy Star 2 handset, the brand new 
Galaxy Star 2-Plus Smartphone includes a 
4.3-inch capacitive touchscreen, an 
Android v4.4.2 KitKat operating system, 
a 1.2GHz single core processor, and a 
brilliant 3-megapixel camera with LED 
flash and video option. The Samsung Star 
2 Plus Smartphone handset supports both.

QMobile Noir X100 Link
Defining luxury, QMobile gives us Noir 
X100, an innovative new product in the 
smartphone market representing the latest 
fashion wrapped in leather finish. Unique 
QMobile Noir X100 blends the glossy 
appearance with hand crafted elegance, 
enhancing communication while provid-
ing significant fashion statement. QMo-
bile Noir X100's Innovative 4.5 inch IPS 
display is a mean of  constant access to the 
important information, news, alerts and 
SMS. It's not just about the looks, the new 
QMobile Noir X loads a 1.3 GHz 
Quad-Core Processor transforming the 
work into an absolute delight, smoothly 
without any hiccups.  The latest gadget 
QMobile's Noir X100 is equipped with 
512MB of  RAM and a complete 4GB.

Above prices are subject to change as per market

Qmobile 
QMobile reveals hot Noir X40 for a much 
richer and powerful user experience based 
on seamless multitasking. Loaded with 
every useful basic smartphone feature on 
the planet, QMobile Noir X40 also packs 
support for 2 SIM cards making it a 
reliable assistant and friend whether you 

RS.

6,990

GFive 
GFive Brings Smart model 1 at all the 
shopping malls near your homes. An entry 
level smartphone for students with all the 
basic functionalities. An excellent candi
date for beginners. GFive Smart 1 is based 
on modern components, has an attractive 
appearance and has an excellent set of  

RS.

4,595

Nokia 
it's here, Microsoft proudly unveils Lumia 
435, A bright new smartphone with 
fantastic multimedia capabilities, stylish 
white casing and cutting edge design. 
Microsoft Lumia 435 will always accentu
ate your style. Fast and smooth operation 
is enabled by a Quad-core Qualcomm 

RS.

7,950
RS.

 7,600

Samsung 
Also known as Samsung Galaxy Star 2 
Advance SM-G350E.
Samsung has updated its Galaxy Android 
Smartphone collection yet again, this time 
with the super stylish Samsung Galaxy 
Star 2 Plus Smartphone, a sleek and 
sophisticated handset for professional and 

RS.

9,500

Defining luxury, QMobile gives us Noir 
X100, an innovative new product in the 
smartphone market representing the latest 
fashion wrapped in leather finish. Unique 

appearance with hand crafted elegance, 
enhancing communication while provid

RS.

9,500



Nokia 215
Microsoft having Nokia Tags, announced 
215, a new and affordable phone which 
provides easy access to the internet and 
playbacks mp3-files as well along with the 
FM-radio. The new Nokia 215 comes with 
preinstalled twitter and Facebook apps 
with messenger and to access the internet it 
has Opera mini. Nokia's 215 also has 
services like Bing search and weather from 
MSN, as its a microsoft handset. Having a 
cute overall appearance Nokia 215's bar 
phone will be available in clear white, dark 
black and shiny green variants with either 
single or dual-sim options. Nokia model 
215 is made for business calls so the stand-
by time is up to 29 days for the single SIM 
version and 21 days for Dual-SIM Nokia. 
When playing music or listening to the 
radio, 215 will provide about 50 to 45.

QMobile Explorer 3G
QMobile pocket friendly Explorer 3G is 
here to rock you with some quite unbeliev-
able stuff. Where else could you find a 3G 
bar phone that also has a WiFi? To Tell you 
the truth, QMobile Explorer 3G is one and 
only of  it's kind in the Pakistani market 
and that too in an attractive price that 
would not be much heavy on your wallet. 
QMobile Explorer 3G's Wireless LAN / 
Wifi will always keep you connected on 
the go and if  you can't find a hotspot the 
built-in 3G will sprinkle it's magic for you. 
The new member of  the QMobile Explorer 
3 series is loaded with unlimited fun and 
functionality, Dual SIM along with Dual 
camera for Video Chatting will keep the 
party going for you.  QMobile's Explorer 
3G provides you a freedom.

Haier Klassic M108
Dimension 128 x 56 x 9.5mm  
Battery  1200 mA,  Memory  5 0 0 
Phone Book Memory, MicroSD card 
(support up to 16GB), Connectivity  
Bluetooth 2.1, USB, WAP 2.0, GPRS class 
10   Display Size  2.8 Inches, 240 x 
320 pixels  Display Colour  QVGA 
Display   Operating  Frequency / Band  
SIM1: GSM 900 / 1800 SIM2: GSM 900 / 
1800,  Browser WAP  
 Colors Black  
 Entertainment  FM Radio, 3.5mm audio 
jack, Audio Player, Video Player, Games 
(built-in)  
 Camera  Smart Camera  
 Other Features  Bar Phone, Dual SIM - 
Dual Standby, Torch, Speakerphone 

Qmobile E995
QMobile hamara hai, E995 laya hai apney 
sath aik qeemti Metallic look jo apki 
ankhon ko kheera kar degi. Ap hargiz iss 
key chote size par mat jana, dikhne mien 
chota sahi par QMobile E995 bohat hi 
kaam ki cheez hai. Ap iss ki sleek and 
stylish look logon ko dikha dikha kar tang 
karein gay, toh phir der kahe ki? Abhi 
mobile market jaye aur QMobile's E995 
laye! Kionke iss ko arasta kar diya gaya hai 
aisi tamam khasosiat se jo aap ka aik zati 
khasoosi style to zahir karega. Sab dhati 
rangon se lais QMobile E995's premium 
version aap ko milega dhati grey aur 
sunheri rang mein. Ab ap ko ser pe le kar 
chalte hain ek anokhi khasosiat ki duniya 
mein, sub se pehlay yeh ke QMobile phone 
E995 mien hai Dual SIM.

VoiceV190
Voice reveals the all new V190 at a prudent 
cost so that you don't have to spend too 
much. Voice V190 fulfils all your desires in 
a low budget mobile ranging from Dual 
SIM options to full pack of  entertainment, 
Voice's V190 provides you a quality display 
in 2.8 inches QVGA screen and allows you 
to watch videos clearly, Get the pictures 
using Digital camera on your V190 by 
Voice and share with pals and family using 
built-in bluetooth, for more entertainment 
Voice V190 comes with 3.5 mm ear jack 
that allows you to listen Radio and songs, 
Voices V190 has endless features including 
WAP, GPRS, MMS for your online life and 
furthermore Voice V190's built-in storage 
provides you with a space of  1000 phone-
book contacts and 500 messages.

Samsung B312 Brio
Samsung announced B312 Brio today 
after so many smartphones because the 
demand is not in place & everyone is 
addicted to gadgets. Samsung B312 Brio is 
a novelty from the South Korean manu-
facturer, offering an excellent unit in the 
updated package with the usual keypad. 
Samsung's B312 Brio has 2 SIM card for a 
wider range of  communication. Extend-
ing the scope of  communication today can 
be quite easy with Samsung B312's Brio as 
it's equipped with two slots for SIM cards, 
a champion of  reducing the cost of  
telephone calls. Be free with Samsung 
B312 Brio's magic tricks, easy and user 
friendly menu will not cause any discom-
fort during the operation. 
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Above prices are subject to change as per market

Nokia 
Microsoft having Nokia Tags, announced 
215, a new and affordable phone which 
provides easy access to the internet and 
playbacks mp3-files as well along with the 
FM-radio. The new Nokia 215 comes with 
preinstalled twitter and Facebook apps 
with messenger and to access the internet it 
has Opera mini. Nokia's 215 also has 

RS.

4,100

QMobile 
QMobile pocket friendly Explorer 3G is 
here to rock you with some quite unbeliev
able stuff. Where else could you find a 3G 
bar phone that also has a WiFi? To Tell you 
the truth, QMobile Explorer 3G is one and 
only of  it's kind in the Pakistani market 
and that too in an attractive price that 

RS.

3,990

Haier 
Dimension 128 x 56 x 9.5mm  
Battery  1200 mA,  Memory  5 0 0 
Phone Book Memory, MicroSD card 
(support up to 16GB), Connectivity  
Bluetooth 2.1, USB, WAP 2.0, GPRS class 
10   Display Size  2.8 Inches, 240 x 
320 pixels  Display Colour  QVGA 

RS.

3,100
key chote size par mat jana, dikhne mien 

kaam ki cheez hai. Ap iss ki sleek and 

RS.

3,500

Voice
Voice reveals the all new V190 at a prudent 
cost so that you don't have to spend too 
much. Voice V190 fulfils all your desires in 
a low budget mobile ranging from Dual 
SIM options to full pack of  entertainment, 
Voice's V190 provides you a quality display 
in 2.8 inches QVGA screen and allows you 

RS.

3,300

Samsung 
Samsung announced B312 Brio today 
after so many smartphones because the 
demand is not in place & everyone is 
addicted to gadgets. Samsung B312 Brio is 
a novelty from the South Korean manu
facturer, offering an excellent unit in the 
updated package with the usual keypad. 

RS.

3,499
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GFive Shark 3
Dual Sim / Dual Standby Smartphone
2G and 3G Network Supported Smart-
phone Android Ver 4.4 KiT-KAT Opera-
tion System 512 MB Internal Storage + 
256 MB RAM 2.0 Megapixle Back 
Camera 0.3 Megapixel Front Camera
MicroSD Support upto 32 GB MMC
1.0 GHz Single Core, ARM Cortex-A7 
Processor 3.5" inches HVGA Capacitive 
touch Screen GPRS + EDGE + Wi-FI + 
FM Radio + 3G Calling Audio / Video + 
HTML Browser + G-Sensor 1300 mAh 
Li-ion Battery Stand by Timing Up to 200 
hours Approximately Talk Time Up to 4.5 
hours Approximately

QMobile Magnus X2i
Qmobile presents magnificent Magnus 
X2i, a bright, beautiful, compact and easy 
to use smartphone with two SIM cards. 
No Matter where you go on your ventures, 
the wonderful QMobile Magnus X2i 
handset will be your constant companion. 
Its convenient compact polycarbonate, 
rough & tough body is able to withstand 
any challenge. QMobile Magnus X2i's 
possibilities as a true companion are limit-
less, it's like snatching the top notch quali-
ties of  expensive smartphones and mold-
ing them together at an affordable price. 
QMobile Magnus X smartphone comes 
with the most popular and updated appli-
cations preinstalled and ready to use, 
Skype, Office, and many other. On QMo-
bile's Magnus X2i.

Voice Xtreme V10i 
Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for 
youth. Voice Xtreme V10i adds conve-
nience to your busy and hectic life. More 
than ever, you'll not want to get unglued 
from your Voice V10i for nothing! This 
new and modern smartphone adds not 
only a beautiful design, but also represents 
innovation, practicality and yes lots and 
lots of  fun! With Xtreme V10i by Voice, 
you'll not only be connected to the virtual 
world but can also access and monitor 
social networks. One can also follow 
everything with Voice's Xtreme V10i that 
goes on the small screen. Yes, install a 
digital TV app from play store and voila! 

Nokia Lumia 430
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of  less than 100 euros 
which is clearly designed to help the begin-
ners. Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, Lumia 
430 has a reasonable resolution of  800 x 
480 pixels. In the small display size which 
gives a pixel density of  235 ppi, The proces-
sor of  Microsoft is Qualcomm's Dual core 
Snapdragon having a Lumia clock speed of  
1.2 GHz. The RAM is 1GB as we usually 
see in the Android smartphones. The 
built-in flash memory of  8GB is quite big, a 
slot for micro SD cards is installed on the 
new Lumia.   it supports both UMTS 
frequencies 900 and 2100 MHz and 
quad-band GSM networks. LTE is not 
present. Wireless Lan is also present in the 
Lumia 430 at a frequency of  2.4 GHz.

Haier Pursuit G20
Haier proudly presents Pursuit G20, the 
most stylish and powerful handset for 
today's modern smartphone users who 
demand a maximum return of  their well 
spent bucks. Haier Pursuit G20 is here 
now to meet all your needs in multimedia 
and games arena, whether you like your 
coffee hot or want to play it cool. The new 
Haier Pursuit G series is from a reputable 
electronics manufacturer and will certain-
ly appeal to those who look for a powerful 
stuffing in an original design. Haier 
Pursuit G20's ultra-thin body is hiding 
inside a collection of  most modern acces-
sories that can cope with any tasks with 
ease. High quality image on the screen of  
Haier's Pursuit G20 Black boasts.

Lenovo A319 
Take this! Lenovo gives us A319 White, 
the embodiment of  modern technology in 
a stylish and compact design. The device 
is based on a modern dual-core processor 
from MediaTek running the Android 
operating system, the latest version. Leno-
vo's A319 has a good screen with high 
pixel density and is quite convenient for 
one-handed operations. The rear camera 
allows you to take quality pictures with 
the flash and autofocus, shoot stunning 
movies with Lenovo RocStar A319. The 
front, in turn, is used for video calls and 
shooting selfies.   Built-in memory can be 
expanded from 4GB microSD cards up to 
32GB. Lenovo enjoys presence of  two 
SIM cards, and plus A319 also supports 
the new 3G communication.

Above prices are subject to change as per market

Lenovo 
Take this! Lenovo gives us A319 White, 
the embodiment of  modern technology in 
a stylish and compact design. The device 
is based on a modern dual-core processor 
from MediaTek running the Android 
operating system, the latest version. Leno
vo's A319 has a good screen with high 

RS.

7,900

GFive 
Dual Sim / Dual Standby Smartphone
2G and 3G Network Supported Smart
phone Android Ver 4.4 KiT-KAT Opera
tion System 512 MB Internal Storage + 
256 MB RAM 2.0 Megapixle Back 
Camera 0.3 Megapixel Front Camera
MicroSD Support upto 32 GB MMC

RS.

3,695

Voice 
Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for 
youth. Voice Xtreme V10i adds conve
nience to your busy and hectic life. More 
than ever, you'll not want to get unglued 
from your Voice V10i for nothing! This 

RS.

3,900

QMobile 
Qmobile presents magnificent Magnus 
X2i, a bright, beautiful, compact and easy 
to use smartphone with two SIM cards. 
No Matter where you go on your ventures, 
the wonderful QMobile Magnus X2i 
handset will be your constant companion. 
Its convenient compact polycarbonate, 

RS.

3,990

RS.

7,950

Haier 
Haier proudly presents Pursuit G20, the 
most stylish and powerful handset for 
today's modern smartphone users who 
demand a maximum return of  their well 
spent bucks. Haier Pursuit G20 is here 
now to meet all your needs in multimedia 
and games arena, whether you like your 

RS.

7,300
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